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Odd-mass nickel isotopes in a generalized-seniority approach
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The nickel isotopes exist over a wide range of neutron numbers, extending from proton-rich to very neutron-
rich nuclei. Here we report a consistent study of the odd-massZ528 nuclei in the fullp f1g9/2 shell using the
generalized-seniority shell model. We include up to three unpaired nucleons in the odd sector, and up to two in
the even sector. We also report related results for the odd-mass69Cu and odd-odd66Co nuclei. Our calculations
make use of a realistic shell-model interaction, whose monopole part has been renormalized to fit the properties
of nuclei near closed shells. The calculated results are in good global agreement with experimental data, and
contain some evidence of the persistence of theN540 subshell closure around68Ni. The results demonstrate
the importance of keeping the entirep f1g9/2 space as active, both for neutrons and protons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shell model@1# has been used for many years
describe the structure of nuclei, especially those that
fairly light or moderately near closed shells. With the stea
improvement of computers, the size of the model spaces
can be accommodated has grown, expanding the regio
nuclei that can be treated. For example, Caurieret al. @2#
recently presented the results of a state-of-the-art shell-m
study of even-even nuclei in thep f shell. Within that valence
space, systems with dimensions of up to 10 000 000 w
considered. Even so, some nuclear properties are not
explained with a valence space comprising a single m
shell, suggesting the need for still larger model spaces.
clear, however, that when the size of the single-particle
lence space is increased, some truncation of the configura
space is necessary if calculations are to be carried out.
possibility is to use Monte Carlo methods@3,4#. Here we
consider the application of an alternative truncation sche
based on the use of the generalized-seniority@5# or broken-
pair @6# approximation. This method has been widely used
approximate the shell model@7#, especially when dealing
with semimagic nuclei. Generalized seniority is appro
mately conserved by realistic Hamiltonians that involve o
one type of nucleon. Most applications of the generaliz
seniority truncation scheme have focussed on even-e
semimagic nuclei, an example being a recent study of the
isotopes with neutrons in the 50–82 shell@8#. Very little
work has been done on odd-mass nuclei, where shell-m
methods are invariably more difficult to implement. As w
will see, the generalized seniority approximation to the sh
model can be applied to odd-mass nuclei as well as ev
even nuclei.

Recent experimental results on some neutron-rich nic
isotopes@9# exhibit features that remain unexplained in
shell-model study with ap f or a p f5/2g9/2 valence space
Because of the presumed semimagic character of these
clides, a generalized-seniority truncation strategy should
appropriate for their description. We adopt such a strateg
0556-2813/2002/65~4!/044322~9!/$20.00 65 0443
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the calculations reported here, using the fullp f1g9/2 valence
space. We study the energy spectra,g factors, andb-decay
properties of the odd-mass nickel isotopes between57Ni and
69Ni. We also consider some isomeric states near the
sumedN540 subshell closure, for which magnetic dipo
moments were measured recently@9#.

The paper is organized as follows: After a brief descr
tion in Sec. II of the generalized-seniority scheme and
present implementation, in Sec. III we discuss our choice
an effective shell-model Hamiltonian for thep f1g9/2 va-
lence space. Section IV discusses the isospin-symmetry
lation and spurious center-of-mass effects that arise in
calculations. In Sec. V, results for various calculated obse
ables~energy spectra,g factors,b decay! are presented for
the nickel isotopes and also for a few nuclei close to68Ni for
which data have recently become available. Finally, in S
VI, we summarize our results and make some global st
ments about the persistence of theN540 subshell closure
around 68Ni.

II. GENERALIZED-SENIORITY APPROXIMATION

A brief overview is presented here of the techniques u
to truncate the shell-model basis in a generalized-senio
approach. For more details, the reader is referred to, for
ample, the review article by Allaartet al. @7# or the paper by
Pittel et al. @10#.

The generalized-seniority scheme is based on the idea
there exists some energetically favored~correlated! pair,
called theS pair, of identical valence nucleons coupled
angular momentum zero. In the generalized-seniority
proximation, the ground state of an even-even semima
nucleus is a condensate ofn/2 Spairs, wheren is the number
of valence nucleons. In the same approximation, the lo
lying states are described in terms of states with prog
sively fewer S pairs. The generalized-seniority quantu
numberv is defined as the number of valence nucleons t
are not in S pairs. Hence the low-energy states
~semimagic! nuclei are states of low generalized seniority
©2002 The American Physical Society22-1
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The first step toward a generalized-seniority descript
of a given nucleus consists of finding the structure of
collectiveS pair. In second quantization, it is defined as

S†5(
i 51

m

a i

1

2
A2 j i11@ai

†ai
†#0

(0) , ~1!

where the sum runs over them single-particle orbits of the
valence space,j i represents the angular momentum of orbii,
and a i is related to its occupancy. In the simple
generalized-seniority approximation, the ground state of
even-even semimagic nucleus withn identical nucleons in
the valence shell is assumed to have the form

~S†!n/2uo&, ~2!

where the doubly-magic core nucleus plays the role of
vacuumuo&. In the case ofnn active neutrons andnp active
protons, the state of lowest generalized seniority~of an even-
even nucleus! is

~Sn
†!nn/2~Sp

† !np/2uo&. ~3!

Such a state is said to have a generalized seniority 0
neutrons and a generalized seniority 0 for protons. Wh
not confusing, we will sometimes refer to a state in terms
its total generalized seniority, defined as the sum of the g
eralized seniorities carried by neutrons and protons.

In our calculations, we determine the structure coe
cientsa i that define the collectiveSpairs through a minimi-
zation of the expectation value of the shell-model Ham
tonian ~see Sec. III! in the normalized trial state@Eq. ~3!#.
This energy minimization is obtained with an iterative diag
nalization procedure@11#, as this has been shown to be n
merically more stable than other optimization strategies.
an odd-mass or odd-odd nucleus, thea i are taken from a
close-by even-even nucleus.

Once the structure of theS pair has been determined fo
both neutrons and protons, the shell-model problem can
solved in a truncated space of low generalized seniority.
computer implementation of this approach allows one bro
S pair for both valence neutrons and protons. Thus, for
odd-mass nucleus, we allow states with up to five uncoup
nucleons, i.e., three neutrons and two protons, or vice ve
The dimension reduction implied by this truncation of t
configuration space is illustrated with some examples
Table I.

With such a truncation, the size of the space does
grow as we proceed further from closed shells. On the o
hand, nuclei with reasonably large numbers of valence n
trons and protons tend to exhibit strong quadrupole col
tivity which mixes large numbers of generalized-senior
configurations, including those with generalized seniorit
beyond the capabilities of our codes. Our study is theref
limited to nuclei that are either semimagic or nea
semimagic.

An aspect of our approach that should be emphasize
that the semimagic nature of the nucleus under study n
not be explicitly imposed, but rather may arise as an outco
of the calculation. To illustrate this point, consider t
04432
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nucleus 67Ni, which we describe as eight protons and
neutrons outside a40Ca core moving in ap f1g9/2 valence
space. As such,Z528 closure is not imposed explicitly. If i
is found that this closure survives the shell-model inter
tion, then the generalized-seniority approximation can
trusted. On the other hand, a disappearance of the clo
would drive the nucleus toward deformation~as a result of
the interactions between the valence neutronsand protons!,
and would destroy the validity of the generalized-senior
approximation. Of course, it should be borne in mind th
there may be some states in such a nucleus in which thZ
528 closure is approximately preserved and others in wh
it is not. Such coexistence phenomena near closed shell
well known, including in the region around56Ni. The
semimagic nature of theN540 isotones and the applicabilit
of the generalized-seniority approximation in this regime c
be discussed in similar terms.

To test our code implementation, we have conside
some analytically solvable shell-model problems; these
clude the SU~3! rotational model of Elliott@12# and the
SO~8! pairing model of Flowers and Szpikowski@13#. The
analytical and numerical results are in exact agreement w
we are sufficiently near shell closures so that no truncation
the shell-model basis is made. This indicates that our c
works correctly.

In the next sections, we describe the generalized-senio
shell-model calculations that we carried out for the nick
isotopes and for several other nuclides in the vicinity ofN
540. We begin with a discussion of the effective shell-mod
Hamiltonian used in thep f1g9/2 valence space.

III. SHELL-MODEL INTERACTION

Our aim here is to calculate the properties of theentire
chain of nickel isotopes, from the proton-rich side of t
valley of stability to its neutron-rich side up to and includin
N540, using a single model space and a single effec
Hamiltonian. As noted earlier, the model space we use
volves the full p f1g9/2 shell. In defining the effective
Hamiltonian for this enlarged model space, we would lik
on the one hand, that it be as realistic as possible and, on
other hand, that it be tailored to reproduce the global tre

TABLE I. Comparison between the dimensions of the fullp f
1g9/2 shell-model basis and those of the generalized-seniority
culations carried out in this paper. In all cases the dimension sh
is for the 1

2
2 subspace.

Nucleus Shell-model Generalized-seniority dimensio

dimension vn51,vp<2 v<3,vp<2

41Ca 1 1 1
77Ni 153 490 54 54
75Ni 15 132 228 54 2 961
73Ni 423 564 622 54 2 961
67Ni 113 433 116 020 54 2 961
57Ni 32 126 859 970 54 2 961
2-2
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ODD-MASS NICKEL ISOTOPES IN A GENERALIZED- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 044322
of the energy spectra of nuclei from one end to the othe
the 20<N,Z<50 shell.

With this in mind, we proceed as follows. We start with
effective G-matrix @14# interaction derived for thep f1g9/2
valence space@15#. We then correct its monopole part fo
lowing the prescription of Zukeret al. @16#. The various
monopoles are finetuned using the known low-lying levels
57Ni and 89Zr, while the single-particle energies are tak
from the experimental41Ca spectrum for the 0f 7/2, 0f 5/2,
1p1/2, and 1p3/2 orbits, and from Ref.@17# for the 0g9/2. The
resulting parametrization of the monopole part assume
smooth linear evolution of the effective single-particle en
gies with valence particle number, as shown in Fig. 1.
note at this point that the 0f 7/2 single-particle level may be a
little too low, leading to a56Ni ‘‘core’’ that is too stiff ~i.e.,
not easily excitable!.

IV. ISOSPIN SYMMETRY BREAKING AND SPURIOUS
CENTER-OF-MASS MOTION

Both our choice of a generalized-seniority truncati
scheme and our assumption of ap f1g9/2 valence space in
troduce some nonphysical effects in calculated observab
The generalized-seniority scheme is based on aweak cou-
pling of neutron states to proton states. Unless all state
the two spaces are maintained—which is not the case in
presence of a generalized-seniority truncation—some vi
tion of the isospin symmetry will creep into the wave fun
tions that result, even if the underlying Hamiltonian is
isospin scalar. Spurious admixtures of components in wh
the center of mass has been excited will likewise show u
the wave functions of such a theory, when the valence sp
does not involve complete harmonic-oscillator shells. T
proper elimination of these spurious effects is very diffic
and we do not attempt it here. Nevertheless, an unambigu
method exists to calculate the admixtures of spurious cen
of-mass components or the amount of isospin mixing in
given eigenfunction. They can be derived from the expec
tion values

^CuT̂2uC& and^CuÔAuC&[^Cu
P̂2

2mA
1

1

2
mv2AR̂2uC&,

~4!

FIG. 1. Effective single-particle energies as a function of n
tron number as deduced from the renormalized monopole pa
the shell-model interaction.
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whereT̂m[( i tm( i ) are the components of the isospin vect
while R̂m[(1/A)( i r m( i ) andP̂m[( i pm( i ) are the center-of-
mass coordinate and the total momentum of the nucleus

While the eigenstatesuC& obtained from a truncated
shell-model calculation do not in general carry good isos
T, they can always be expanded in an isospin basis

uC&5cTuCT&1cT11uCT11&1•••, ~5!

where T is the lowest possible isospin, vizT5uTzu
5 1

2 uN2Zu. In all cases~with the exception of some odd-od
N5Z nuclei! the low-energy states haveT5uTzu and an un-
truncated calculation with an isospin-invariant shell-mod
interaction yieldscT51 with all other coefficients zero
Thus, in a truncated calculation, the extent to whichcT is
smaller than 1 indicates the degree of isospin mixing in
state. It is a matter of simple algebra to find the followin
lower bound forcT :

cT
2>

~T11!~T12!2^CuT̂2uC&
2~T11!

. ~6!

Likewise, the coefficientc0 in the expansion

uC&5c0uCN50&1c1uCN51&1•••, ~7!

whereN is the number of quanta in the spurious center-
mass motion, can be given the following lower bound:

c0
2>

5

2
2

^CuÔAuC&
\v

. ~8!

These bounds enable us to measure the extent to whi
given state preserves the relevant symmetries of the sys
and thus to establish a criterion for deciding which states
leave out from further investigation and interpretation. Ta
II shows the lower limits@Eqs. ~6! and ~8!# in the ground
states of the nickel isotopes calculated in this work. T
spurious center-of-mass components and the higher-iso
admixtures are in all cases quite small, suggesting that
ther the generalized-seniority truncation nor the assumed
lence space produce large unphysical components in t
states. Note that the admixture of higher-isospin compone
as expected, decreases as the neutron excess grows. Fu
more, even in the nuclei withN'Z, where the effect is larg-
est, the violation of isospin symmetry induced by the trun
tion is small. The admixture of spurious center-of-ma

TABLE II. Lower bounds forcT
2 and c0

2—as defined in the
text—which give the degree of isospin impurity and spurio
center-of-mass admixtures, respectively, in the ground states o
nickel isotopes.

Nucleus 57Ni 59Ni 61Ni 63Ni 65Ni 67Ni 69Ni

cT
2> 0.976 0.988 0.992 0.994 0.995 0.997 0.99

c0
2> 0.990 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.993 0.99

-
of
2-3
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FIG. 2. Energy spectra of the nuclei used
fine tune the monopole part of the shell-mod
interaction.
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components does not vary substantially with neutron nu
ber, as it reflects the valence space itself rather than the t
cation scheme.

Any state shown in the spectra of Sec. V has been te
according to the above criteria. If it contains no significa
component with spurious center-of-mass motion it is kept
further study. As isospin mixing may play a role inb-decay
studies, even for small admixtures, we discuss this issue
ther in the next section.

V. RESULTS

A logical way to proceed with the calculations is to fir
perform them for nuclei close to the valley of stability, whe
a large body of data is available, and then to extend them
those isotopes on the neutron-rich side that have been
subject of recent experimental study. Particular attention
been paid to the evolution of the energy spectra, ground-s
g factors, andb-decay lifetimes as a function of neutro
number. A final part of this section is devoted to the recen
measuredg factors of some isomeric states in the vicinity
68Ni ~see Fig. 2!.

A. Energy spectra

Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison between the ca
lated and observed nickel spectra. Agreement with exp
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ment can be noted for the lowest levels. It is clear, howev
that beyond a given excitation energy many more levels
observed than can be accounted for theoretically. A cl
example of this is seen in the spectrum of57Ni. The low-
energy states have a dominant generalized-seniorityv51
component and are correctly accounted for in the calculat
At energies of about 2.5 MeV and upward, many levels
pear in the experimental spectrum with no theoretical co
terparts. One possibility is that the experimental levels in t
region are predominantly of generalized-seniorityv53 char-
acter. Theory indeed produces manyv53 states, but at much
higher energies. Note that to produce av53 state, we must
promote at least one particle across theN5Z528 shell gap.
As noted earlier, thef 7/2 level may be placed a bit too low b
our single-particle Hamiltonian, leading tov53 excitations
too high in energy.

Another possibility is that some of the experimental sta
have a deformed character, built on the 4.5 MeV intrud
band in 56Ni @4#. Such states cannot be accommodated i
theory truncated to low generalized-seniority configuratio
only, but should go up in energy as we progressively a
neutrons to56Ni.

According to Figs. 3 and 4, the theoreticalv53 levels
come down in energy as a function of increasing neut
number. This reflects the fact that neutron excitations acr
2-4
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FIG. 3. Spectra of the odd-mass nickel is
topes from57Ni to 63Ni. The experimental spec
tra are limited to the lowest-lying levels and a
taken from Ref.@18# for 57Ni and from Ref.@22#
for the other nuclei.
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theN528 gap are no longer required to producev53 states.
The experimental levels likewise come down in energy w
the addition of neutrons. It is our belief that these are a
v53 states, as the intruder states have presumably left
energy window under discussion. With this interpretation,
conclude that the splitting betweenv51 and 3 levels re-
mains too large in our calculations throughout the entire
ries of nickel isotopes.

Our explanation of why the theoretical spectrum is mu
less compressed than the experimental spectrum focuse
the single-particle gap at the 28 subshell closure being
large. As noted earlier, this arose by assuming a linear e
lution of single-particle energies and fitting to the propert
of single-particle or single-hole nuclei. Different paramet
zations of the monopole interaction could conceiva
change the magnitude of this gap in the vicinity of56Ni and
improve the quality of the agreement. One possibility mig
be to consider a more complex parametrization that ta
into account not only the valence particle number but a
the occupation numbers of the various orbits.

B. g factors

The results in this subsection primarily concerng factors
of the ground states of the nickel isotopes considered pr
04432
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ously. This property is not known experimentally for all is
topes. In all cases, our results can be compared to the
called Schmidt values, which correspond to theg factors
obtained in the independent-particle model. All theoreti
results are calculated with a spin-quenching factor of 0.7
account for in-medium effects on the free neutron and pro
spin g factors. The comparison between calculated and
perimental results is shown in Fig. 5. The data are rep
sented with open circles, while the Schmidt limits are dra
as dotted lines. Two levels of approximation are shown
the generalized-seniority calculations. The first allows o
one neutron not in anS pair ~i.e., generalized seniorityvn

51 for the neutrons!, and is represented by open squar
The second allows up to a generalized seniorityvn53 for
the neutrons, and is shown by solid squares. In both case
to a generalized seniorityvp52 is allowed for the protons
In the following, the first level of approximation is referre
to as GS-1 and the second as GS-3.

The calculated results show general agreement with
data. Moreover, in most cases the agreement improves
the inclusion of correlations, i.e., going from th
independent-particle result~Schmidt limit! to the GS-3 re-
sult. This is particularly true for the lighter isotopes, sugge
ing that our description of correlations in the ground states
2-5
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FIG. 4. Spectra of the odd-mass nickel is
topes from65Ni to 69Ni. The experimental spec
tra are limited to the lowest-lying levels and a
taken from Ref.@22# for 65Ni, from Ref. @19,20#
for 67Ni, and from Ref.@21# for 69Ni.
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these nuclei is reasonable. The results for the heavier63Ni
and 65Ni isotopes are more difficult to interpret in light of th
lack of experimental data. We simply note that the oscillat
of the GS-1 and GS-3 results around the Schmidt value
most likely a reflection of the complex configuration mixin
that occurs between thep1/2 and f 5/2 orbits in this region. The
case of 67Ni is exceptional. The discrepancy between t

FIG. 5. Comparison between calculated results and measurg
factors for the ground states of the odd-mass nickel isotopes
function of the mass numberA. The experimental results are take
from Refs.@23–26#. For an explanation of the symbols used in t
figure, see the text.
04432
n
is

calculated and experimental results actually grows as
level of generalized-seniority approximation increases, i
the discrepancy is larger for GS-3 than for GS-1. A possi
explanation is that allg factors are calculated assuming
constant quenching for the spin matrix elements. A rec
paper@26# showed that this need not always be the case a
in particular, that in67Ni free-nucleong factors should be
taken. The result for67Ni obtained without a spin quenchin
factor is represented in the figure by a triangle. Note that i
in much better agreement with experiment.

To give some idea of the variation with mass of the c
culated magnetic moments of specific states, these are sh
in Table III for yrast states withJp5 1

2
2, 3

2
2, 5

2
2, and 9

2
1.

The results are obtained in the GS-3 approximation with f
neutron and protong factors. The main conclusion is tha
only very smooth variations with particle number occur.

C. b-decay lifetimes

Another observable that is very sensitive to the struct
of nuclei is the Gamow-Tellerb2-decay rate. Figure 6 show
results for the Gamow-Teller decays from the odd-m
nickel isotopes to the relevant odd-mass daughter state
copper. The figure includes a comparison between the m
sured lifetimes, the GS-1 and GS-3 results, and those of

a

2-6
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ODD-MASS NICKEL ISOTOPES IN A GENERALIZED- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 044322
finite-range droplet model of Mo¨ller et al. @27#. The GS-1
results are represented by open squares and the GS-3 r
by full squares. Experimental values are shown as o
squares. Mo¨ller et al.’s tables give definite values only fo
lifetimes shorter than 100 s. For longer lifetimes only t
bound is indicated. These results are shown as full circ
with upward arrows in those cases that have no defi
value. Since the renormalization of the monopole interact
has been determined from excitation energies only and
from binding energies, we cannot expect the shell-model
culation to reproduce the correct binding energies of the p
ent and daughter nuclei. We therefore use theexperimental
b-decayQ values in our lifetime calculations. The calculate
results are in global agreement with the data, particula
when approaching theN540 subshell closure. This may b
related to the smallness of the isospin admixtures in th
neutron-rich nuclides~see Table II!. Even in the lighter iso-
topes 63Ni and 65Ni, where we underestimate the lifetime
by more than an order of magnitude, our approach gi
better results than those of Mo¨ller et al. In all nuclei except
65Ni, the lifetimes calculated with GS-1 and GS-3 are ve
similar ~in fact the latter are a little shorter!. This is because
the generalized-seniorityv53 states lie above the narro
Q-value window. In 65Ni however, one state of mainly
generalized-seniorityv53 character lies in theQ-value win-
dow, resulting in a dramatic change in the lifetime.

D. NÄ40 subshell closure

Experimental studies have been carried out recently
GANIL in the vicinity of 68Ni @9# to test the closed characte

TABLE III. Calculated magnetic moments of some yrast sta
in the odd-mass nickel isotopes.

Nucleus m( 1
2

2) m( 3
2

2) m( 5
2

2) m( 9
2

1)

57Ni 0.41 21.01 0.97 21.03
59Ni 0.37 20.94 0.91 21.07
61Ni 0.37 20.93 0.88 21.06
63Ni 0.38 20.93 0.94 21.08
65Ni 0.39 20.97 0.95 21.11
67Ni 0.39 20.98 1.02 21.13
69Ni 0.36 20.94 0.96 21.17

FIG. 6. Measured and calculatedb-decay lifetimes for the odd-
mass nickel isotopes as a function of the mass numberA. For an
explanation of the symbols used in the figure, see the text.
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of theN540 subshell. Theg factors ofms isomers of nickel,
copper, and cobalt isotopes withN540 have been measure
since they provide valuable information relevant to this qu
tion. The model space used in our work is ideally suited
a theoretical investigation of these isomers, as it does
limit the excitation of neutrons any more than that of pr
tons. We first report results on the energy spectra of the
ferent nuclei, and then turn to theg factors of the correspond
ing isomers.

1. Spectra

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the calculated
experimental spectra of the nuclei under investigati
namely, 67Ni, 69Cu, and 66Co. These three nuclei bear d
rectly on the question of theN540 andZ528 ~sub!shell
closures away from the valley of stability: all have eitherN
540 or Z528 or lie within one nucleon of these mag
numbers.

The odd-mass nuclei,67Ni and 69Cu, are reasonably wel
reproduced by the calculation. The ground-state spins
parities are correctly given and excited states with the cor
spin and parity are found among those at low excitation
ergy. Experiment shows many levels between 1 and 3 M
in 69Cu that are not produced by the calculation. There
several possible reasons for this disagreement. On the
hand, the fact that the effective shell gap at the 28 clo
shell is too large could still have an effect on the location
states withv53 and, even more so,v55, producing such
states too high in excitation energy, analogous to its effec
the nickel isotopes. At the same time, states with even hig
generalized seniorities, outside the scope of our calculati
could also be playing some role. Not much is known expe
mentally in 66Co: the ground state probably has 31; the ex-
act excitation energy of the isomer is unknown. Two possi
configurationsp̄ f 7/2

^ n̄p1/2
or p̄ f 7/2

^ ng9/2
lead to a likely 41

or 72 assignment.

2. g factors

Table IV shows the calculated and recently measureg
factors of the isomeric states in67Ni, 69Cu, and 66Co. The
spin and parity of the isomer is also specified as is its do
nant single-particle configuration. The generalized-senio
results are close to the Schmidt values for67Ni and 66Co, but
fairly far from the experimental values. In69Cu, there is a
strong modification to the Schmidt value seen experim
tally, and it is well reproduced by the GS-3 calculation. Th
is a consequence of a fairly strong mixing between the do
nant configuration and others~most notably a configuration
with pp3/2

^ n̄ f 5/2
ng9/2

).

In the case of67Ni it seems that the generalized-seniori
approach or, alternatively, the shell-model interaction, d
not induce enough mixing to describe the experimental s
ation. On the other hand, the GS-3 calculation gives a sec
9
2

1 level with a g factor of 20.182. This state has a larg
component withp̄ f 7/2

pp3/2
^ ng9/2

character, for which the

single-particleg factor is 20.123. This second9
2

1 level,
however, is produced more than 4 MeV too high in ene

s
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FIG. 7. Calculated and observed spectra~as
taken from Refs.@19,20,22,28#! for the N.40
and Z.28 nuclei under investigation. The exc
tation energy of the isomeric level in66Co is not
known experimentally, and is arbitrarily put a
500 keV.
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by the calculation. It could be brought down by a decreas
the shell gap atZ528, through a modification of the mono
pole interaction involving thef 7/2 orbit. This would also pre-
sumably change theg factor and, as noted earlier, the spe
trum of 66Co.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The approximate semimagic nature of the nickel isoto
has made it possible for us to meaningfully treat them wit
the generalized-seniority shell model. In order to shed li
on the evolution of theN540 subshell closure, we have use
this truncation method to systematically determine the str
04432
in

-

s
n
t

c-

ture of the odd-mass nickel isotopes from57Ni to 69Ni and to
investigate some other nuclei that are close to68Ni. The p f
1g9/2 model space that we used allows excitations across
28-shell gap for both neutrons and protons, and this mad
possible to address issues related to theN540 andZ528
~sub!shell closures. The interaction that we used with t
model space contained a renormalized monopole part,
tained by a fit to the spectra of41Ca, 57Ni, and 89Zr. The
resulting calculated spectra andg factors showed fairly good
global agreement with the experimental observables, and
dicated the persistence of theN540 subshell closure. How
ever, our results lack in precision for the neutron-richN
.40 isotopes, as a comparison with recently measureg
TABLE IV. Comparison between calculated and measuredg factors for isomeric states in67Ni, 69Cu, and
66Co. The experimental values are taken from Ref.@9#.

Nucleus 67Ni 69Cu 66Co

Isomer’sJp 9
2

1 13
2

1 41 or 72

S.p. configuration ng9/2 pp3/2
^ n̄p1/2

ng9/2
p̄ f 7/2

^ n̄p1/2
or p̄ f 7/2

^ ng9/2

S.p.g factor 20.297 0.375 1.350 or 0.421
GS-3g factor 20.252 0.241 1.311 or 0.402
Measuredg factor 20.1245(60) 0.219(33) 0.157(9)
2-8
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factors showed. We believe that this limitation is most like
related to the monopole part of the interaction, and does
affect our conclusions on the need for the expanded mo
space that we have used~as can be seen in some excit
states ofZ.28,N.40 nuclei!. We thus suggest that furthe
studies be made within this model space, but with a m
sophisticated interaction.
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